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The article is devoted to the research of the phenomenon of graphic derivation in the texts of Russian outdoor advertising  This paper 

discusses the problems of the new lexical units’ formation as a result of its graphic form transformation, and also it studies the processes 
of these words’ perception by native Russian speaker 
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In today’s world, advertising texts form 
the basis of linguistic space of any 

city  Advertising texts are a special type 
of texts which are expected (if the law 
of the speech effort economy is imple-
ment) to transfer information maximally 
and to perform certain functions, such 
as influencing, informative, expressive, 
aesthetic, attention-getting function and 
others  With such functional loading of 
a text, the functional loading of its ele-
ments repeatedly increases, including 
the lexical word-formative units 

Graphic elements are increasingly 
used for enhancement of the pragmatic 
and emotional-aesthetic impact on the 
receiver in the structure of advertising 
names, as long as the usage of such signs 
creates a favorable atmosphere, makes 
advertising names vivid and memorable  
It leads to the appearance of «words-hy-
brid, which motivation correlates differ-
ent linguocultural traditions» in media 
speech [1: 32]  Introducing similar units 
into advertising discourse, copywriter 
thereby «firms» the text, using minimum 
numbers of symbols herewith  Firstly, 
such meaning’s compression helps to 
save space and time, as well as receiver’s 
speech efforts; secondly, it provides bet-
ter memorability of advertising name 

The purpose of our work assumes the 
research of the phenomenon of graphic 
derivation as one of the main ways of 
creation and functioning of derived units 
in the texts of outdoor advertising  The 
subject of the study is the phenomenon 
of graphic derivation both, in the aspect 
of the new lexical units’ formation and 
its perception by native Russian speak-
ers, and so in the aspect of its perform-
ance attribute study 

Graphic transformation of words in 
the advertising media text is one of the 
graphic-derivational game’s techniques, 
constituting «a special type of the lin-
guistic sign’s functioning, characterized 
by a specific implementation mechanism 
which is the active participation of the 

external structure of the word when it 
is used and the updating of the relevant 
formal words’ oppositions, that is serve 
to execution of the advertising plan»  
[2: 83]  Graphic derivatives in the ad-
vertising texts, first of all, contribute to 
the implementation of the main function 
of advertising texts – influencing – and 
in accordance with the interests of the 
advertiser, they direct receiver’s linguo-
cognitive activity 

The most common and best-mas-
tered by copywriters graphic game tech-
nique is a choice of graphic element  
Such element can affect the imagination 
of the recipient, forming his visual im-
ages and associations arising in the con-
nection with them  At the perception of 
advertising text, receiver can «expand» 
the semantics of a word to the whole sit-
uation  For example, in the slogan of the 
«Я» shopping center promotion event 
«%та за скидками», the first word is 
written as grapheme %та. From the re-
bus information, which hidden behind % 
(percentages), the recipient retrieves an 
additional meaning «hunting on the per-
centages on sale». 

A similar example can be found in 
the TV bar «ВОЛНушкА» menu – Эк%бед, 
where the graphic component of the word 
has a following context behind: «this 
dinner allows to save as it has a percent-
age minus»  In the anti-alcohol campaign 
slogan «сПИВАются быстро» the sen-
tence «С пива спиваются быстро» 
is read  Or, for example, the text of the 
advertising campaign «дни соВСЕМ 
скидок» that is held by household ap-
pliances hypermarket «ТехноСила», the 
next meaning layer is hidden: «not just 
discount days, but discounts on every-
thing and for everyone».

It is often happens that in the struc-
ture of the advertising slogans copywrit-
er includes an element that is the logo 
of a company, for its greater promotion  
For example, the component D, which is 
a part of the slogan «РазбуDильники в 

утреннем шоу “Бигуди”», is a «Dfm» 
radio station logo  Not infrequently, 
advertisers play upon the names of the 
companies, firms, supermarkets, brands, 
etc  by dint of bolding them  For exam-
ple, the slogan of the coffee MAXIM is 
«Возьми MAXIMум от кофе» or «lin-
early» reading motto of the supermarket 
«Кора» – «сКОРА праздник каждый 
день»  Another striking example is the 
advertisement of the Mazda Zoom-Zoom 
car, whose slogan is «Иzoomительный 
автомобиль»  The inclusion of the zoom 
component into the structure of the word 
«amazing» allows us to focus on the 
second producing base of the derivative 
which is the title of the car brand 

another active «tool» of the im-
pact on the receiver is the transforma-
tion of the known fixed expressions 
(including phraseological units) and 
precedent texts  According to this prin-
ciple, the following slogans are cre-
ated, for example, advertising slogans 
of the child’s knitwear store ХЛОП’ОК 
– «Связано – сделано!» (cf : «Сказано-
сделано!»), TV series МАРГОША 
– «Женщиной не рождаются» (cf :  
«Оратором не рождаются, оратором 
становятся»), fabric store МирТек 
– «Давайте шить дружно!» (cf : 
«Давайте жить дружно!») or cat 
food Felix – «Вкусно так, что усики 
оближешь» (cf : «Вкусно так, что 
пальчики оближешь») and many others   
Such precedential statements quite viv-
idly illustrate the postmodernism of the 
inner form of Russian word sign [1: 32] 

The active methods of graphic-deri-
vational game, used to create the adver-
tising slogans and advertising names, in-
volves the inclusion of different semiotic 
systems’ elements into the derivative’s 
structure, for example: mathematics 
(Цифр0град, [π]ЕКЛО, ПРО100 БАР, 
авто7я), chemistry (МедО3он), computer 
science (КиберПочт@, СТРАХOFFКА, 
ФОРМАТ©om), as well as Latin sym-
bols (Страsти по паsте, Пивкоff и 
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Водочкин, sneЖnyi.com, Zеркало), 
punctuation, rubrication (ДВИЖ’ОК, 
Кувыр.сom, «От» ЛИЧНЫЕ тарифы), 
strikethrough, underlining («Большому 
банкиру

ету – большие скидки») etc 
As a rule, the replacing of letters by 

visual images in the advertising name 
causes the receiver’s associations related 
to advertised product or service, which 
increases the effectiveness of advertis-
ing  For example, the store in which an 
avid fisherman can get everything he 
needs for his hobby, is called КАЙФ  In 
this example, the letter Ф is shown as a 
float, which directly points to the goods 
that can be purchased at the store  A sim-
ilar example is the nomination Клевое 
место, where a fishhook is illustrated 
instead of a symbol Т 

In the advertising texts it is also pos-
sible to isolate a group of graphic (visual) 
pleonasms which are the words that in-
clude such graphemes in their the struc-
ture which duplicate the value of the unit, 
performing iconic feature: КОФЕ-терра 
(the letter О is shown as a coffee bean), 
ORANGEтур (the letter О is visualized 
as an orange segments), Киберпочт@ 
(computer symbol @ duplicate the word 
«mail» semantics), ПА[Р]КОВКА (the 
letter Р is changed by graphically identi-
cal sign [Р] – parking) etc.

Simultaneous usage of linguistic and 
graphic elements contributes the gradu-
al achievement of an effect planned by 
copywriter: to draw attention → to keep 
the attention → to cause interest → to 
form a lasting image of denotation → to 
inspire an action (to buy) 

We performed a series of linguistic 
experiments aimed on the identifying of 
the associative potential of graphic de-
rivatives and establishing the strategies 
of their semantization by native Russian 
speakers, in order to prove that graphic 
element included in the structure of the 
word-stimulus, effects on the organization 
of perception and interpretation processes 
of advertising texts’ occasional units 

Thus, in one of our experiments, in-
formants were asked to write down the 
assosiations and give definitions for the 
graphically transformed words and their 
«twins» – the words, which structure does 
not contain graphics  Some examples: the 
first couple of words – the name of the 
bookstore книгОмир (element О is shown 
as a clock) and its «twin» – книгомир  In 
the first case due to the illustrative com-
ponent such associations as follow were 
obtained: time to read, reading time, hours 

spent on reading, books and clock store, 
etc , in the second case, due to the absence 
of additional grapheme, associative array 
was following: the world of books; books 
about the world, a lot of books, a kaleido-
scope of books etc 

The second pair of words is the 
name of the law firm адвокатУРА and 
its «twin» адвокатура – is an example 
of the presence / absence of color cod-
ing of one component in the structure of 
the stimulus  At the interpretation of the 
word, which does not have graphically 
expressed component (адвокатура), the 
majority of informants realized the se-
mantic structure of a word by relying on 
the dictionary meaning of the unit, in con-
nection with which there were following 
associations: collegiate organ, bureau, 
lawyers’ company, legal agency, office  At 
the interpretation of the words with graph-
ic expression segment -УРА in the minds 
of informants, the connotative component 
appeared, which was absent in the previ-
ous lexeme, for example, the best / expe-
rienced / excellent / strong / successful / 
good lawyer (i.e., lawyer services, which 
are taken on «Hurray!»).

The third pair of words is the name 
of the child’s knitwear shop хлоп’ок and 
its «twin» хлопок  At the interpretation of 
the first usual lexeme, informants selected 
adjectives that characterize the quality 
of this kind of fiber and its products. For 
example, there were such associations as 
soft / fluffy / nice / lightweight / durable / 
warm etc  At the interpretation of the sec-
ond word the following associations were 
identified – clap, sound, noise, applause, 
plaudits, etc , which don’t have any direct 
link to the fiber and its products, due to 
the color and accentological marking of 
the word (with an apostrophe)  Some-
times interpreters met the -ок formant 
(from English “good”), which gave a rise 
to the appearance of associations such as 
the good, all right, product from good 
materials, excellent cotton 

Our experiment showed that graphic 
component, included in the structure of 
stimulus, .clearly influences on the per-
ception and interpretation of lexemes 
from experimental list  Occasional de-
rivatives in the advertising text have a 
special nature of impact on the potential 
buyer, because the inclusion of graphic 
component in the structure of a word 
helps to stimulate imagination of the re-
ceiver, which in turn actualize the crea-
tive linguistic activity 

Thereby, when creating a Russian 

advertising texts, we can observe a vio-
lation of the canon and the emergence of 
new standards of the text’s organization 
and the usage of linguistic units  This 
confusion and the interaction between 
graphic units of different code systems 
reflects the trend of the modern writ-
ten language development in its natural 
functioning  Therefore, the study of the 
graphic derivation phenomenon allows 
to fix the action of a number of trends 
that determine the development of mod-
ern Russian language: the trend towards 
the democratization of a language, the 
tendency to implementation of language 
users’ creativity and the trend towards 
pluralism of the linguistic forms 
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